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Influence
“Obtain desired outcome(s) from others ”

Get a job
Win negotiations
Convince an audience
…

…

Authority

Mock Interviews
n Design:
q3 (Communicator Power : baseline, high, low)

n Procedure:
qPower manipulation (episodic recall)
q15 min interviews

n Dependent Variable:
qLikelihood to get accepted (Y/N)
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Application letters
n Design:
q2 (Communicator Power: high, low) × 2 (Role:
communicator, interviewer) N = 177

n Procedure:
qPower manipulation (episodic recall), interviewer not
primed
qApplicants wrote a letter for a job of “Sales analyst at
Corporate Clients & Solutions”

n Dependent Variable:
qLikelihood to get the job (1-9)
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Scarcity
n Design:
q2 (Leader: scarce, non scarce), N = 125

n Procedure:
qScarcity manipulation: leader time on the phone unlimited
vs. limited
qParticipants complete a group task with potential help from
leader

n Dependent Variable:
qHow instrumental is the leader in task completion (1-9)?
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Commitment on negotiation
n Design:
q2 (commitment: low, high), N = 111

n Procedure:
qCommitment manipulation: negotiation task with small vs.
no commitment (spend 10 minutes on questionnaire for
charity)
qParticipants negotiate the price of a mug

n Dependent Variable:
qWTP for the mug (euros)
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…

Leaders on digital, but why?

Consumers…

The Twitter Influence Index (TII)

Region: America leads, but Asia gives chase
The majority (73%) of CEOs in the #TII are from North America, followed by
Asia Pacific.

Gender: women are
underrepresented
The #TII skews heavily male. Only seven
female are represented:

The lack of
overall. In th
United State
further up th
underrepres
they hold on

1. Marissa Mayer of Yahoo
@marissamayer ranked #19
2. Mary Barra of General Motors
@mtbarra ranked #25

Women i

3. Elizabeth Holmes of Theranos
@eholmes2003 ranked #55
4. Randi Zuckerberg of Zuck Media
@randizuckerberg ranked #65
Across Asia Pacific, social participation is on the rise with 15 Asian CEOs on the #TII. Five of
5.
the Asian CEOs are listed within the top 20 #TII rankings with famous personalities such as
Tony Fernandes, the CEO of AirAsia, and Anand Mahindra, the chairman and managing
director of Mahindra Group.

#TII
Rank

CEO

Personal Handle

14

Kaifu Lee

@kaifulee

15

Yuanqing Yang

@yuanqing_lenovo

16

Tony Fernandes

@tonyfernandes

17

Assaad Razzouk

@AssaadRazzouk

18

Anand Mahindra

@anandmahindra

26

Uday Kotak

@udaykotak

29

Min-Liang Tan

@minliangtan

38

Deepinder Goyal

@deepigoyal

40

Sachin Bansal

@_sachinbansal

57

Andrew Penn

@andy_penn

Jacqueline Gold of Ann Summers
@Jacqueline_Gold ranked #69

6. Charlene Li of Altimeter Group
@charleneli ranked #71

Nonetheless, there is still a lot of
room to grow for non-US CEOs to
become more social and catch up
with their US counterparts. It has
7.
been said that Asian CEOs prefer to
keep their social media at arm’s
length. A study commissioned by
MEC and CNBC surveyed 32 leaders
in multinational companies across
Singapore, Hong Kong and India and
found that CEOs were reluctant to
embrace social media because they
“value their privacy”.33

Michelle Rhee of Students First
@michellerhee ranked #73
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Leadership on Twitter

Survival of the Twittest
Leadership in the age of digital Darwinism
#TwitterInfluenceIndex

Effective Leadership on Twitter
Upbeat

Likeability

Personable
Timely

Reciprocity

Excitable
Thankful

Embeddedness

Sensory
Angry
Anxious
Downcast
Scarce
Authoritative

Pre-Digital Tactics
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Correlation between Tweet styles and #TII score of all #TII CEOs

40

from his experience running a
business, and then calls his
audience to action.

Likeability

Richard Branson is an avid Tweeter. During
our study period (January to August 2016),
he Tweeted over 1,800 times.

Branson uses Twitter to evangelise good
business and entrepreneurial practices.
In most of his Tweets, he shares tips and
lessons learnt from his experience running a
business, and then calls his audience to
action.

Richard Branson
@richardbranson

Tip no. 1: Be passionate. Read more of my 65 lessons
learned in business: virg.in/0pwwf #ChallengeRichard
3:01AM - 5 Sep 2015

Richard Branson
@richardbranson

I’ve failed so many times that I couldn’t list them all.
Those failures are the reason why i succeed virg.in/bfh
10:01 PM - 31 Aug 2015

The hashtag, #ChallengeRichard, is a good
example. In encouraging the community to
share their thoughts and ideas with him, he
makes himself accessible to a two-way
conversation - the first key principle to
effective engagement.
Richard also channels the entrepreneurial
spirit by Tweeting about failure which makes
him more relatable to his more than 7 million
followers.

engagements per Tweet.
Gates shares his passion for humanitarian
causes generously but never forgets the
personal touch. In his Tweet about Malala
Yousafzai (right), he commends her
advocacy for women and girls and makes
that personally relevant by remembering his
own daughters.
Visuals play a big role on Twitter, and
Gates’ extensive use of rich media
helps to drive engagement too.
Every passion plays out on Twitter and
Gates is great at sharing his favourite
interests and passions.

We’re lucky to have such a passionate advocate for
women & girls. My daughters are going to be jealous of
this photo.
7:11 AM - 27 Sep 2015
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We’ve reached an
important milestone in the
fight to end polio. Now let’s
make history: b-gat.es/
1NznhDn
@CNN
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10:03 AM - 25 Aug 2015
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Reciprocity

In line with his minimalist approach, Cook’s
Tweets are typically short. Research from
Buddy Media40 confirms that 100 characters
is the optimum Tweet length for
engagement. The shorter the better!

#1. Tim Cook:

Another social media best practice is to
Less is more
remember the people. Whether they are
Tim Cook
employees or customers, Cook
celebrates
As we’ve
seen before, influence and
@tim_cook
the efforts of his people andengagement
shares theis joys
a function of Tweet quality,
not
quantity.
Tim
Cook
is
remarkable
in
this
of those who make Apple the brand we know
area.39
today.
Thank you Vitor in

Sydney! One of the very first
In line with his minimalist approach,
Cook’s
customers
in the world to buy an iPhone 6s.
Tweets are typically short. Research from
Buddy Media40 confirms that 100
characters
6:30
PM - 24
is the optimum Tweet length for
engagement. The shorter the better!
Another social media best practice is to
remember the people. Whether they are
employees or customers, Cook celebrates
the efforts of his people and shares the joys
of those who make Apple the brand we know
today.

Cook’s Tweets
are typically
short and
personal.

Sep 2015

Tim Cook
@tim_cook

Thank you Vitor in Sydney! One of the very first
customers in the world to buy an iPhone 6s.
6:30 PM - 24 Sep 2015

A huge thank you to the talented team at Apple who make
days like this possible. It’s a privilege to work along side of
you.

12:25 PM - 9 Mar 2015
Cook’s Tweets
are typically
A huge thank you to the talented team at Apple who make
short and
days like this possible. It’s a privilege to work along side of
you.
personal.
12:25 PM - 9 Mar 2015

Embeddedness
Crisis management

Leadership is a valiant endeavour of
managing risk and uncertainty. In an age
where news spreads like wildfire,
er statement
soon. must
Thank
companies
have safeguards and
prays.wechannels
must stay
strong.
to manage emergency situations.
Twitter is already important on any regular
day, but it becomes even more mission
critical in a time of crisis.

n

Brands can define themselves by the way
they deal with bad things that happen to
them. The conversations the brand didn’t
expect or want to be part of. Planning
ahead makes a difference, but ultimately
trusting the team to do the right thing, in the
right way is what really matters.
MARK CARROLL
SENIOR CAMPAIGN MANAGER, TMW
@themarkcarroll16

When AirAsia Flight QZ8501 disappeared off
the radar on December 2014, the world
turned its eyes to Tony Fernandes, CEO of
AirAsia. Within seconds, airasia.com
received millions of clicks. Conversations on

We will be putting out another statement soon. Thank
you for all your thoughts and prays.we must stay strong.
8:52 PM - 27 Dec 2014

words of encouragement, standing in
solidarity with Fernandes and his team as
the situation unfolded.
“It showed how powerful [Twitter]
can be when a CEO is dealing with a
crisis. It is a way of having a deeper,
closer relationship with employees
and customers,” said Leslie GainesRoss, chief reputation strategist at PR firm
Weber Shandwick.18
AirAsia maintained a positive brand image
in the wake of the disappearance of
QZ8501. The tragedy could have resulted in
the demise of the company and its brand;

cial CEOs say their
a presence makes them
%), technologically
and proud (41%).36
hat a leader is listening,
n two-way dialogue with
comfortable with change.
e for talent, social CEOs
and retain employees.

rankings with a control group of 50 non-Tweeting CEOs from Forbes 2000 companies . The
findings show that the average employee satisfaction scores of a #TII CEO was significantly
higher than the average satisfaction of those from employees with non-Tweeting CEOs.
Employees of companies whose CEOs are on the Twitter#TII tend to think more highly of
their company in terms of:

Impact on Employee Perceptions

+7%

+4%

+5%

Company culture
and values

Work/life balance

Senior management
approval

In addition, differences were also statistically significant when asking employees to think
about the future. Companies with #TII CEOs rated higher on:

+6%
Positive business
outlook

+3%

+5%

Likelihood to
recommend the
company to a friend

CEO approval

Some tips

Tip #9:
Use #hashtags to join the conversation
The hashtag is an excellent conversational tool: it tags and identifies Tweets, making it easier
to discover conversations on a specific theme or event.
Including a #hashtag will make your Tweets discoverable and allow you to be a part of a
larger conversation. This will drive traffic to your @handle and improve engagement rates.

Tip #10:
Interact!
Once people start responding to your Tweets, conversations get going. A little personal touch
goes a long way, and a great way to drive engagement is to interact with your followers
personally.
You can do this by answering their questions and joining in existing conversations. It only
takes 140 characters. Personal interaction can also be as simple as Retweeting or liking the
Tweets of your followers.

Obama vs. Clinton 2008

Clinton

Obama

Tools of Influence
1. Authority
• We defer decision making to those owning the markers of power
2. Scarcity
• Absence management fuels perceptions of leadership
3. Commitment
• We tend to be more likely to follow a leader we’ve made a small
commitment to.
4. Liking
• We are influenced by those we like and feel close to
5. Reciprocity
• we feel obliged to respond and follow those who pay attention to us
6. Embeddedness
• we tend to do leaders who are socially and contextually tuned
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Thank you!

Questions?

Thank you
david.dubois@insead.edu

http://fr.linkedin.com/pub/david-dubois/5/309/717

@d1dubois

